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Abstract—Efficient and effective video classification and

Although this scenario provides ample choices and
flexibility but at the same time it involves the serious
issue of what to view and what not to view, obviously
one of the application scenarios is a personalized digital
video classification that is capable of segregation of
videos to suit the interest of a particular user and filtering
out others. To achieve this objective, automated video
classification and annotation is essential.
Most of the video sharing web sites now support the
system of “tagging” the videos. This tagging is manually
provided by the user at the time of uploading or later on
provided by web site manager which helps to classify the
videos in different categories like sport, news, movies,
commercial etc.
The manual tagging is unfeasible as it is practically
impossible to tag all the videos available on the internet.
There is also a growing need for videos to be search
based on its content. A system is needed which would
search the video for the occurrence of the given keywords
and gives audio- visual content while specifying the
correct position where the keyword was found in videos.
This is possible with the help of metadata which can be
stored along with the videos as annotation. As manual
classification of videos does not provide quality result, so
will manual annotation of videos. This warrants the
urgent need of automatic and unsupervised classification
and annotation of videos.

annotation demands automated unsupervised classification
and annotation of videos based on its embedded video
content as manual indexing is unfeasible. Audio is a rich
source of information in the digital videos that can provide
useful descriptor for indexing the video databases. Audio
archives contrast with image or video archives in a number
of important dimensions. First, they capture information
from all directions and are largely robust to sensor position
and orientation, allowing data collection without
encumbering the user. Second, the nature of audio is distinct
from video, making certain kinds of information (for
example, what is said) more accessible, and other
information (for example, the presence of nonspeaking
individuals) unavailable. In general, processing the content
of an audio archive could provide a wide range of useful
information. As a first step the audio content of video is
extracted and cleaned for further processing the next step
converts audio into textual format .The text is processed
upon to get the prime keywords in the video using text
mining. The videos are classified and annotated on the

keywords thus found. The annotated videos
Index Terms—fContent-based access, video, multimedia,
keyframes, automatic analysis component.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The advances in the digital and network technology
have produced a flood of multimedia information. The
people can easily access digital videos which is one of the
major constituent of multimedia information.
The growing amount of digital video is driving the
need for more effective methods for indexing, searching,
and retrieving of videos based on its content. While
recent advances in content analysis, feature extraction,
and classification are improving capabilities for
effectively searching and filtering digital video content,
the process to reliably and efficiently index multimedia
data is still a challenging issue.

A.

Aim
A video classification and annotation system based on
the analysis of embedded audio content is to be
implemented. Every video clip submitted should be
analyzed and appropriately classified for any future
search and retrieval operation based on the audio content
buried in the video.
B.

Objective
The primary objective is to create an automated system
for video classification and annotation by getting rid of
manual classification and annotation as it is practically
highly unfeasible. To achieve this system must meet the
following goals.
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 To implement an unsupervised, automated system
for video classification and annotation based on
the audio content embedded within the video
stream information.
 To perform video search and retrieve videos based
on the utterances of the keyword within the video
content.
 To provide a simple key word based search on the
videos.
 To provide a near video match search on the video
repository.

Although image-based approaches are common, a few
studies have also considered audio analysis. However, it
remains an area of basic research. Since we must deal
with mixed sound sources, existing speech recognition
algorithms generally don’t suit ordinary videos. Most
studies on music and speech detection are aimed at
improving speech recognition systems. The difficulty in
handling mixed audio sources has, until now, hindered
the use of audio information in handling video. Therefore,
few have attempted to deal with the type of videos we
come across in everyday situations [3].
Research in the area of developing automated
classification has been going on for some time. Text
retrieval conference (TREC) is dealing with several
issues associated with this [4]. One of the many issues
TRECVid deals with is classification of videos such as
distinguishing videos based on indoor and outdoor
location, identifying on screen face or text, identifying
videos with speech or musical notes [5] [6].
Videos can be classified on the basis of features drawn
from the modalities-text, audio and visual. The text
modality deals with the detection of the presence of an on
screen text i.e. the indexing and searching is done on the
basis of words found on screen. The visual modality
concerns with pattern matching and image mining
performed on the frames extracted from the video. The
embedded audio in the video can also be used for video
classification in which the indexing and searching is done
on the basis of the word utterances in the audio of the
video [7] [8].
Video classification is usually accompanied with video
annotation which helps in retrieving the video archives.
Video annotation is about video metadata creation which
can be manual or automatic. Automatic annotation can be
done on same three modalities on which video can be
classified i. e. text, audio and visual.[9]
The fundamental obstacle in automatic annotation is
the semantic gap between the digital data and their
semantic interpretation [10]. Progress is currently being
made in known object retrieval [11] [12], while
promising results are reported in object category
discrimination [13], all based on the invariance paradigm
of computer vision. Significant solutions to access the
content and knowledge contained in audio/video
documents are offered by StreamSage and Info media.
While the field of content-based retrieval is very active
by itself, much is to be achieved by combination of
multiple modalities: data from multiple sources and
media (video, images, text) can be connected in
meaningful ways to give us deeper insights into the
nature of objects and processes. With the rapid growth of
multimedia application technology and network
technology, processing and distribution of digital videos
become much easier and faster. However, in searching
through such large-scale video databases, indexation
based on low-level features like color and texture, often
fails to meet the user’s need which is expressed through
semantic concepts due to the "semantic gap"[14].
Consequently, how to establish the mapping between the
low-level features and high-level semantic descriptions of

C.

Scope and Limitations
Our proposed system provides a complete automation
for video classification and annotation. The major
limitation in this system is that the only modality i.e.
embedded audio is focused where as other two modalities
i.e. visual and texts are not emphasized.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Today’s advanced digital media technology has led to
the explosive growth of multimedia data in scale that has
never occurred before. The availability of such largescale quantities of multimedia documents prompts the
need for efficient algorithms to search and index
multimedia files. Modern multimedia content is often
characterized by having multiple varied forms, i.e.
movies consisting of video-audio streams with text
captions, web pages containing pictures, text, and songs.
This heterogeneous multi-modal nature gives rise to
challenging new research questions of how to best
represent, classify, and effectively retrieve multimedia
data. The tremendous potential of such aforementioned
research in a wide array of applications has drawn
considerable attention to the emerging field of
multimedia information retrieval in recent years. Most
previous work on multi-modal data retrieval and
classification, e.g. [1], [2], assumes simplistically that
different modalities of data are independent.
Retrieval/classification is thus performed on each
modality separately and the results are subsequently
combined. Often, knowledge about one modality conveys
a great deal of information about the others. Making use
of such relations is expected to improve the performance
on the retrieval and classification task. Furthermore,
when one data type is missing, the correlation between
data of different types allows for inference of features of
the missing types from the observed types.
A large amount of multimedia content consists of
digital videos, giving rise to an unprecedented high
volume of data. The provision of an interactive access to
this huge digital video information repository currently
occupies researcher’s minds in several fields. The visual
information is traditionally used for video indexing. Here,
we consider using embedded audio because it’s a rich
source of content-based information. Users of digital
video are often interested in certain action sequences.
While visual information may not yield useful “action”
indexes, the audio information often directly reflects what
is happening in the scenes and distinguishes the actions.
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The system architecture to develop “Content Based
Retrieval for video classification using embedded audio”
is shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of the following
modules integrated within the framework. Video Capture
module captures a series of video data frames or streams
video content which acts as the basic input. The Audio
Extractor is responsible for cleaning up any unwanted
noise from the input and extracts the audio stream out of
the composite audio-video stream. Audio to Text
Conversion phase is responsible to convert the audio
stream into textual form. Dictionary and Index Manager
maintains a dictionary of encountered keywords. Search
Engine is to search the keyword indexes for match as per
user requirements.

video content to bridge up the "semantic gap" efficiently,
i.e., automatic annotation of video at the semantic level,
is currently becoming an important topic in the
multimedia research community. The overview of past
literature survey can be given as, Ioannis Paraskevas and
Edward Chilton [15] discussed a novel method for the
automatic recognition of acoustic utterances is presented
using acoustic images as the basis for the feature
extraction. This method effectively employs the
spectrogram, the Wigner- Ville distribution and eooccurrence matrices. The high-level feature detection task
has realized an important test bed for concept detection
architectures that have proven to be an important
performance enhancing component in video search
systems [16, 17]. Alexander G. Hauptmann, Rong Jin,
and Tobun D. Ng [18] provided an evaluation on the
effects of different types of information used for video
retrieval from a video collection. Marijn Huijbregts [19]
reported on the setup and evaluation of robust speech
recognition system parts. Ying Li and Chitra Dorai[20]
used Support Vector Machine(SVM) for classifying
audio for instructional video analysis. Roberto Vezzani
[21] presented a general purpose system for a hierarchical
structural segmentation and automatic annotation of
video clips by means of standardized low level features.
Block thresholding estimation procedure which adjusts
all parameters adaptively to signal property by
minimizing a Stein estimation of the risk was introduced
by Guoshen Yu [22]. Padmapriya Srinivasan [23] was
introduced FFMPEG tool for evaluation of audio and
video quality for distance education. Milind R. Naphade
and Thomas S. Huang [24] reviewed state-of-the-art
multimedia understanding systems with particular
emphasis on a system for semantic video indexing
centered on multijects and multinets.
III.

IV.

This paper presents a model that provides automation
of video classification and video annotation. How to
satisfy the general user in searching videos of their
interest and needs is an important and great challenge.
This paper explores the audio modality in retrieving the
video.
Future scope: The current research intended to improve
the classification of videos by including automatically
generated information such as automatic captioning
stored in database.
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